Radio Bundelkhand celebrated Teacher's Day

Radio Bundelkhand celebrated Teachers' Day together with the community through a live programme “Batein Tumhari Hamari”. Show anchors Varsha and Matadeen shared the relevance of Teacher’s Day and how the tradition of Guru-Shishya is deeply rooted in the Indian culture, with the community. They also informed them that this day is celebrated to commemorate the birth anniversary of Dr. Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan, a renowned scholar, recipient of Bharat Ratna, first Vice-President and second President of independent India.

Taking the show forward, Varsha highlighted how in ancient times teachers have been highly respected for their work. She further added that teachers not only motivate us but also guide us to the right path. Matadeen then explained that to celebrate the day schools and colleges conduct various cultural, thanksgiving and remembrance activities.

Being a live show, several listeners also participated in it and shared the significance of the Guru-Shishya tradition. For instance one of the listeners talked about how teachers are like gardeners and they decorate the lives of their students with different skills and a wide range of knowledge.